
THE WAYS TO HANDLE STRESS IN UNIVERSITIES

Attending university or college is a very exciting step in life. A lot of uncertainty and stress comes with it, however.
Students have to deal with.

This means no TV, no cell phone, and no loud music. We all have that negative voice in our head telling us
negative things. Go for a walk, talk to someone, check your email, or do some exercise. The idea is then to
come back to them and logically question them like a good little Socrates. Mindfulness A relaxation technique
originating in Buddhism, mindfulness is becoming an increasingly popular coping mechanism for those
tackling stress or anxiety. It was also nice just to sign up, to feel like I was doing something active towards
feeling better. Breathing Exercise: Place one hand on your abdomen right beneath your rib cage. Fortunately,
there are techniques and resources that can help stressed-out students cope with the issues they face. We all
feel overwhelmed when we have to study a lot of material; however, it is important not to push studying or
assignments aside. Make time for fun and for yourself even if this means that you have to schedule time away
from your work. Going to university can also mean living away from home for the first time, less sleep, poor
eating habits and money worries. For example, put sticky notes on pages you want to work on the most, or lay
out material in your study environment so that you know what to work on next. Ensure there are no
distractions. Scanning the material and highlighting the most important parts will help you understand key
points. Try starting with ten minutes each day, setting a timer to see what happens. Universities and colleges
have on-site student counselors and mental health professionals whom you can speak to. Stress symptoms We
can experience stress in various ways: Thoughts: Our thoughts can become distorted so that we blow things
out of proportion and think that the worst thing will happen. Set and implement specific goals for yourself that
will improve your mood and help you reduce stress. Socialising may help you to build a network of people
you can rely upon for social support. Take a break every fifteen minutes, but make these breaks short. What's
more, studies suggest that socialising with a friend just once a week can reduce your stress levels and improve
your mood as much as therapy or counselling. The one thing I always try to remember when I am caught-up in
the confusion of my own scattered mind is how easy it is to simply forget that it is you that gets to decide how
you react to a situation. Successful coping mechanisms differ for everyone, but if stress is beginning to affect
your mental wellbeing, try the following strategies. The course is designed to help people who are
experiencing acute or chronic stress, related to work, study, relationships, or caring for a family member.
Make time for me time. This is not for people who have actual exam stress i. Talk about it â€” with a parent,
other family member, friend or a tutor. This will keep you positive and motivated. What evidence is there to
support this negative belief about myself I am holding? Psychological - stress can lead to fear, panic and the
feeling that something bad is going to happen. Challenge beliefs you may hold about yourself and your
situation that may not be accurate. There are a number of common reactions to stressful circumstances such as
these, including: Behavioural - these could involve avoiding or escaping from the situation and turning to
alcohol or drugs, a change in appetite or an inability to concentrate. Get a pet It is said that spending time with
animals is good for your health. Studies have suggested that writing about your emotions can be useful for
managing stress. Pace yourself throughout the day, taking regular breaks from work or other structured
activities. It can become an instinctive reaction. Best few days ever! It has been shown to possibly prevent
depression , improve mood and may have better and longer lasting effects than antidepressants. How about
taking the weekend off to relax? But this does not mean that every time you are busy or face a difficult
challenge you will have a mental health episode. For example, during final exams many students feel very
overwhelmed and anxious, while others are able to keep their stress under control.


